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Piana

DESIGN LUCIDIPEVERE

ARRMET, ITALY

The Piana table collection has been designed to celebrate the material wholeheartedly,

flouting the usual construction logic that involves applying different materials to the top

and base of a table structure. Exploring the theme of materiality, colours and finishes

extend throughout the entire structure, from the horizontal top to the vertical support,

resulting in an object that is integral and solid with an almost totally mono-material look.

Piana tables are available in various sizes and shapes and are supported by steel 4-star or

trestle frames. A versatile product, PianaÕs aesthetic changes dramatically depending on

the shape and finish chosen. The round marble table conveys a vaguely retro style while

the rectangular marble option, takes on a more classic, majestic appearance. Wood offers

warmth to the versions that favour this material, while the combination of steel and HPL

creates a simple, linear table, ideal for the workplace.

PRICING

$4490 — $7045 Trade pricing ex GST

Min = entry level, max = premium finishes

Contact us for volume pricing

LEADTIME

12–14 Weeks

WARRANTY

3 Year Structural
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DIMENSIONS

Art.1066

W 600 D 600 H 740 (mm)

W 700 D 700 H 740 (mm)

DIA 600 H 500 (mm)

DIA 700 H 700 (mm)

Art.1067

W 1700 D 800 H 760 (mm)

Art.1068

W 1700 D 900 H 750 (mm)

Art.1069

W 2400 D 900 H 750 (mm)

MATERIALS

Table Top: MDF substrate finished to HPL laminate or selected house veneer or 20mm thick beveled marble to selected house colour

Base: Constructed from metal powdercoated to selected house colour and finished in house veneer or marble to selected house colour

Glides: Adjustable plastic standard glides

COLLECTION

Piana

MEETING/DINING TABLE

ARRMET

Piana

SIDE/COFFEE TABLE

ARRMET

https://ownworld.com.au/products/arrmet/arrmet-piana-dining-meeting-table
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